LSE Language Centre and LSE100 deliver a three-week summer programme tackling some of the biggest global challenges by engaging with a range of distinctive social scientific perspectives:

The Big Questions for 2018:

- Should markets be constrained or unleashed?
- Is there a path to global security?
- Is Western democracy in crisis?

The programme features:

- Three weeks of lectures and seminars with LSE academics
- Innovative teaching methods
- Trips and activities linked to the weekly themes, engaging critical thinking about each topic
- Bespoke workshops to develop academic and language/linguistic skills
- An immersive experience of LSE and London

LSE Language Centre
Specialists in academic communication and reasoning, delivering courses that develop students’ communication skills in a social scientific context.

LSE’s flagship course
Based on LSE100, which is studied by all LSE undergraduates in their 1st and 2nd years. Get a taste of life at LSE.

Innovative teaching
LSE100 delivers world-class teaching, at the forefront of educational innovation.

Interdisciplinary approach
Designed by LSE100 academics from across a wide range of specialisms.

Experience London
Based in the centre of an exciting global city. Immerse yourself in the history and culture of the capital.

LSE100, The London School of Economics and Political Science, Houghton Street, London

lse.ac.uk/languages
#TheLSECourse